signNow for Government

Collecting signatures and safeguarding employees

The Southern Nevada Health District is a governmental organization providing regulatory supervision and health services to over 2.2 million residents of Las Vegas, the surrounding cities, and to the millions of visitors the city receives annually.

When faced with the challenge of having to collect signatures from those diagnosed with COVID-19 and state-mandated to self-quarantine, the SNHD turned to signNow. Empowered with the ability to send and receive e-signed digital declarations, SNHD was able to collect signed documents in a safe and efficient manner at scale.

Why SNHD chose signNow:

- Quick to deploy - Took less than 20 minutes to set up the system, including the form
- HIPAA compliant
- Automatic sync of completed documents to cloud storage of choice
- Signers could easily sign without requiring a signNow account

Results achieved with signNow:

- Ability to keep records HIPAA compliant and secure
- Real-time status tracking and secure cloud storage in OneDrive
- Ability to scale with reusable templates and track results with the Audit Trail
- Easily collect signatures without jeopardizing employees’ time and health

Within 15-20 minutes we had the form out there... I like it because the automation with OneDrive makes it nice and easy to get the data back. I'm able to go on the website and quickly see how many [signatures] we have by month.

Jason Frame
Chief Information Officer